
Release Notes for Version 7.0.5319 

App Feature Type Comments Settings/Required Changes 

SPOT Adjustments Addition to 

Existing 
Feature 

As a SPOT user, I would like taxability configured for 

merchandise adjustments separately from manual 
adjustments 
Add separate settings for whether discounts on merchandise 
orders affect tax calculation. Previously these were 
controlled by the manual adjustment settings. 

Store Settings > Invoice Settings > 

Merchandise Discounts Taxable and 
Merchandise Discounts Taxable at Secondary 
Rate 

SPOT AR New 
Feature 

As a SPOT user, I would like the ability to lock orders 
prepaid on account so that they cannot be modified. 
The ability to lock invoices from any changes if they have 
been prepaid with a specific tender type has been added to 

SPOT.  

Company Settings > Invoice Settings > 
Tender Types > (Tender Type) > Lock 
Invoices If Used for Prepay 

SPOT Assisted 
Assembly 

Fix Assisted Assembly - Fixed issue, where if you Close, then 
cancel the action, the controls across the bottom remain 

disabled. 

 

SPOT Cash Control Fix The Drawer Checkin screen was not able to display all coin 
types if the locality has more than 6 coin types defined.  

 

SPOT Conveyor Change As a SPOT conveyor user I would like the conveyor 
context cleaned up 
Removed the "Folding" option from the Conveyor Context 

setting on items in price tables. This is a legacy setting that 
has for a long time had the exact same effect as "Not a 
Conveyor Item", which is the setting that should be used in 
the future. 
 
Please note that this is entirely unrelated to conveyor 

specialty arm settings which may be used for items intended 
to be folded as well as many other special situations. There 
will be no change in specialty arm behavior. 

Program Configuration > Mark-In Settings > 
Price Tables > Departments > Categories > 
Items > Conveyor Context 

SPOT Credit Cards Fix Fixed - TSYS Transit voids not functioning correctly.  

SPOT Credit Cards Fix Fixed - NZ CC hanging, added the ability to specify both 
URLs for POS and TOKEN processing. 

There are two URL specifications required for 
PaymentExpress processing. Both may now 

be added to the CC Profile URL field, 
separated by a ';'. The default would normally 
be seen as 
"https://sec.paymentexpress.com/pxmi3/pos.a
spx;https://sec.paymentexpress.com/pxpost.a
spx". The first URL is *always* going to be 

used for terminal processing, the second for 
tokens. If a token is attempted with only one 
URL, the system will throw back an error re 
"missing URL". 



 
If this setting is NOT specified, the system will 
use the defaults as shown here. 

SPOT Customer View Fix Removing the rewards program from a customer was also 
removing the customer's email address.  

 

SPOT Email Fix Coupon/Visit amount on campaign details will now correctly 
show the value for that customer.  

 

SPOT Enterprise 
Config 

Change As an Enterprise Config user, I would like the report 
selector to use the reporting root based on 
membership. 
The enterprise group selection screen for reporting will now 
apply the reporting route associated with the user or group, 
if one is defined.  

 

SPOT General Addition to 
Existing 
Feature 

As a SPOT user, I would like to use the "CK" slot on the 
visual invoice as a Direct-Debit indicator. 
A "DD" flag has been added to the Visual Invoice to indicate 

direct debit (ACH) information on file.  

 

SPOT Home Page Addition to 
Existing 

Feature 

As a SPOT Technician, I would like the 'About' screen to 
provide the dashboard web site information. 

(HOSTED ONLY) - Show Dashboard web site address on 
Help->About screen. 

 

SPOT Home Page Change Show SPOT version on title bar, hide environment name.  

SPOT HSL Change As a SPOT user, I would like a prompt to inform me that 
a HSL attribute has been changed/renamed when 
applicable. 

HSL scans that don't correctly map to a table 
(Dept./Cat/Item, Modifier, etc.) will now provide a more 
explicit failure message to the user. 

 

SPOT Issue Manager Fix Corrected an error message in Issue Manager that directed 
the user to settings that do not exist. 

 

SPOT Markin Fix Fixed - Invoice Adjustments, with "Applies To" = "Invoice", 

would still apply to invoices following a manual split during 
"Detail". 

 

SPOT Markin Fix Fixed - Invoice-level adjustments that affect the promised 

date will no longer affect the promised date of the next 
invoice, when split from 'Detail'.  

 

SPOT Markin Fix Manual split during touch-screen mark-in was not clearing 

the item count selection in certain cases.  

 

SPOT Markin Fix Fixed a problem where SPOT would prompt for an extra,  



unused HSL. 

SPOT Markin Addition to 
Existing 
Feature 

As a SPOT user, I would like auto-coupons to prompt to 
remove discount group if 'Coupon Overrides Discount' 
option is enabled. 
Added "Coupon Overrides Discount (Prompt)" to Store 
Settings->Mark-in Settings->Allow Coupon With 
Discount/Promotion. 

 
This setting works with Auto-Coupons and gives the user the 
choice of using the coupons or applying the discount. 

Added "Coupon Overrides Discount (Prompt)" 
to Store Settings->Mark-in Settings->Allow 
Coupon With Discount/Promotion. 

SPOT Merchandise Addition to 
Existing 
Feature 

As a rewards user, I would like a % discount for 
merchandise sales. 
Added "Merchandise %" to Customer Rewards profiles.  

Company Settings->Customer Rewards 
Settings->Merchandise Discount % 

SPOT Printing Addition to 
Existing 
Feature 

As a SPOT User, I would like a %STORE token for 
disclaimers. 
Added a %STORE token to Item Disclaimers which is 
replaced with the Store Name (to supplement the existing 
%COMPANY token). 

Company > Mark-in Settings > Item 
Disclaimers 

SPOT Rack Fix Fixed an error that happens when attempting to unrack an 
order while fast racking is enabled. 

 

SPOT Reports Addition to 
Existing 
Feature 

ADDED - "HSL Cross-Customer Report" to the Customer 
section of the reports gallery. This report will display any 
heat seal scanned for the given customer that has also been 
scanned to orders for other customers.  

 

SPOT Reports Fix Fixed problem with HSL Labels Created by Date report not 
showing modifiers. 

 

SPOT Reports New 
Feature 

As a SPOT user I would like CCOF Customers to show 
all cards for each customer 
Added Reports Gallery > Credit Cards > All Cards on File. 
This displays partial card details for enabled customers with 
cards on file, including secondary cards on file. 

 

SPOT Reports Fix Fixed - Daily Production Reports - Production Minutes is 
corrected. 

 

SPOT Reports Fix Fixed - Standard Daily Production Report, hourly counts are 
corrected. 

 

SPOT Reports New 
Feature 

As a SPOT user, I would like an Assisted Assembly 
Orders Assembled Report 
ADDED - "Orders Assembled" report to the Production 
section of the Reports Gallery. This report is identical to the 

 



"Conveyor - Orders Assembled" report but is instead filtered 
by store instead of conveyor(s).  

SPOT Reports Change As a SPOT user, I would like the Time Clock By Labor 
Category to prompt for pay period and calculate 
overtime hours the same as the Time Clock Summary 
Report 
Changed Time Clock By Labor Category reports to use the 

same underlying queries as the Time Clock Employee 
reports. This fixes a problem where the former was not 
respecting the Overtime Cutoff - Day setting, and adds the 
ability to select a pay period instead of a manually specified 
date range.  

 

SPOT Reports Addition to 
Existing 
Feature 

As a SPOT user, I would like a 'Piece Count By 
Department By Period Comparison Report' 
A "Pieces By Department By Period" report has been added 
to the Sales folder of Reports Gallery.  

 

SPOT Reports Fix Change Non Restorable report to support "Non-
Salvageable" and "Non Salvageable" departments in 
accordance with the button labels in the SPOT Menu.  

 

SPOT Rewards Addition to 
Existing 
Feature 

The amount to be saved with signup has been added to the 
rewards club signup prompt  

 

SPOT Rewards Addition to 
Existing 
Feature 

As a SPOT user, I would like to require mailing address 
info for certain rewards programs. 
The ability to require phone and/or mailing address for a 

rewards club membership has been added to SPOT.  

Rewards Profile > Phone and/or Address 

SPOT Rewards Fix SPOT attempted to enforce the required modifiers of the last 
marked-in item when a rewards club signup/renewal item 

was added.  

 

SPOT Rewards Change As a SPOT user, I would like to remove a customer from 
a rewards program if the membership item is voided. 

SPOT will now remove the customer's rewards program if a 
signup or renewal item is voided in an open ticket.  

 

SPOT Search Addition to 

Existing 
Feature 

As a SPOT User, I would like an option to default 

Garment Search to Show All Orders 
Garment search can now be set to default to All Orders 
instead of In Process Only.  

Setup > Program Configuration > Store 

Settings > Search/Lookup Settings > Default 
Garment Search to All Orders. 

SPOT Security Addition to 
Existing 
Feature 

Added "View Production Summary" Activity Right and 
activity log entry. 

Activity Rights->Production->View Production 
Summary 

SPOT Security Addition to 

Existing 

Added "Access HSL Remap Utility" Activity Right and 

activity log entry.  

Activity Rights->Utilities->Access HSL Remap 

Utility. 



Feature  

SPOT Tags Fix Fixed - Issue with lots getting incremented twice under 
certain conditions. 

 

SPOT Uncategorized Change As a SPOT user, I would like all 'Inactive' customer 

references to be changed to 'Disabled' to eliminate 
confusion with the inactive customer report metrics. 
Updated Help > About to properly refer to customers set as 
"Disabled" instead of "Inactive". Likewise modified several 
reports: 
 

Active Customers -> All Enabled Customers 
Active Customers with Orders > All Enabled Customers with 
Orders 
Customers Set Inactive -> Customers Set Disabled 
Customer Set Inactive - Audit -> Customer Set Disabled - 
Audit 

 

Conveyor Kiosk General Fix Fixed - Kiosk to disallow card swipes/scans except at the 
welcome view.  

 

CustomerConnect General Change Fixed click not registering if the click was not performed on 
the text.  

 

CustomerConnect General Change Added support for New Zealand and Australia.   

CustomerConnect General Change Template directory is no longer case sensitive through the 

gateway.  

 

CustomerConnect General Change Email address validation is now less restrictive and should 
allow almost any email address format.  

 

CustomerConnect General Fix Discounts and Coupons will now correctly show when 
viewing a single order.  

 

CustomerConnect General Change Changed suspension default message from 'Your 
suspension scheduled has been from DATE to DATE' to 
'Your temporary suspension of service has been scheduled 
from DATE to DATE'.  

 

CustomerConnect General Addition to 
Existing 
Feature 

As a CustomerConnect user, I would like to be able to 
unsubscribe to notifications without logging in. 
Added an unsubscribe page to CustomerConnect as well as 

added new API functions to support retrieving basic info and 
updating notifications based on customer unique id.  

https://account.mydrycleaner.com/(CompanyA
ccount)#/notifications?Id=(CustomerGUID) 

CustomerConnect General Change As a Customer Connect API user, I would like option(s) 

to hide/remove preferences. 
Only preferences marked with "Display On Web" will be 
shown.  

Company > Mark-in Settings > Preferences > 

(Preference) > Display On Web 



CustomerConnect General Addition to 
Existing 
Feature 

As a SPOT CustomerConnect user, I would like an email 
notification when a new web request occurs. 
Added "Send Manager Email" that will send a copy of the 
transaction email to the manager email specified in settings.   

 

CustomerConnect 
Legacy 

General Fix Notification selections are no longer showing blank values.   

Email Services General Change As a SPOT user, I would like the email template editor 
not to include empty space after a carriage return. 
The new HTML template editor was including extra blank 
space after a carriage return.  

 

OTS General Fix One and Done will now correctly exclude customers with 
multiple visits.  

 

OTS General Fix Fixed an error that was occurring when trying to import a 
contact list.  

 

OTS General Fix Fixed a processing error that was occurring with the 
ContactGroup campaign.  

 

OTS General New 
Feature 

OTS / Spot – As a marketing user I would like to be able 
to assign a picture to a route and have email tokens 
available to include them in an email or letter. 
Added the ability to import a driver image into Store Settings 
> Route Settings > Drivers > Driver Image. Corresponding 
OTS token of @ROUTEDRIVERPICTURE. Optionally you 

can specify the width of the image with the token to have the 
picture resize at generation while maintaining aspect ratio. 
For example: @ROUTEDRIVERPICTURE256.  

Store Settings > Route Settings > Drivers > 
Driver Image 

OTS General New 
Feature 

As an OTS user, I would like a store manager picture 
token 
Added the ability to import a store contact image into 
Location Information > Store > Contact Picture. 
Corresponding OTS token of 
@STORECONTACTPICTURE. Optionally you can specify 

the width of the image with the token to have the picture 
resize at generation while maintaining aspect ratio. For 
example: @STORECONTACTPICTURE256.  

Location Information > Store > Contact Picture 

OTS General Fix Printed PDFs now support generating a QR barcode.   

Route Mobile Client General Fix Fixed RTM - Issue where the "Show Additional Stops" was 
resetting to zero. 

 

SPOT API General Change Added a check on GetInvoicesList to make sure the start 
date is within a valid date range (1/1/1753 to 12/31/9999).  

 

SPOT API General Change Email tokens for store information will now correctly be 
pulled from the physical address type from Location 
Information.  

 



SPOT API General Addition to 
Existing 
Feature 

Added new tokens for Pickup email: {{PickupTimeRange}} 
and {{DeliveryTimeRange}}.  

 

SPOT API General Change Added new function "GetRecommendedRoute" which will 
return a route based on the provided Lat/Long coordinates. 
Changed "ConvertToDelivery" so that existing route 
customers will move to the new route.  

 

SPOT API General Fix Franchise credentials will now correctly work through the 
gateway.  

 

SPOT API General Change The pickup request will now use the route address if exists, 
if not uses primary address.  

 

SPOT API General Change ConvertToDelivery function now accepts the parameter 
"accountNodeID". This is the store that the route belongs to. 
If this is not provided, it will use the store that the provided 
route belongs to. If neither the route id or account node id 
are provided, it will use the "Default Route Name" and 

"Default Store Id" settings from the profile. 
 
Added a CRM entry when converting to a route customer or 
when changing routes. 

 

SPOT API General Addition to 
Existing 
Feature 

As a SPOT API user, I would like to include the 
Mnemonic to GetStoreList 
Added Mnemonic to GetStoreList API call.  

 

SPOT API General Fix CustomerConenctJS - Fixed an issue with how the 
ConvertToDelivery function passes the RouteID.  

 

SPOT API General Fix Added "DiscountTotal" to RetrieveInvoice function.   

SPOT API General Change NotifyPickup - The parameter for the store now correctly 
looks for "StoreID". Fixed an error that was occurring during 

the check to make sure the request is not a duplicate. 
TimeRequested is now an optional parameter. If it is not 
provided, it will use the account's date and time.   

 

SPOT API General Change GiftCardBalance - If the gift card number fails decryption, in 
order to verify the card number to get the right card balance, 
then a failure result will now be returned.  

 

SPOT API General Fix Fixed a function definition that caused IE to throw an error.   

SPOT API General Fix Fixed an issue where the API was not considering DST 
when determining the current time for the account.  

 

SPOT API General Change GetDeliveryZones will now only return the routes for the 
associated brand.  

 

SPOT API General Addition to 
Existing 

As a mobile developer, I would like an API function to 
check for an existing email address. 

 



Feature Added "CheckEmail" function that will return if the email 
address exists in the database or not.  

SPOT API General Change Pickup Postback and GET action RoutePostback now 
properly validate that the pickup date is valid and is not in 
the past.  

 

SPOTPing General Fix Fixed a crash when trying to manually email a log file with 
no log file selected.   

 


